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Modern Technology . . . or Knowledge of the Ancients?  Space travel . . . Genetic engineering . . .

Computer science . . . Astounding achievements as new as tomorrow. But stunning recent evidence

proves that as these ultramodern advances were known to our forfathers millions of yrsterdays ago .

. . as early as 3,000 years before the birth of Christ! In this remarkable companion volume to his

landmark EARTH CHRONICLES series, author Zecharia Sitchin reexamines the teachings of the

ancients in the light of mankind's latest scientific discoveries -- and uncovers breathtaking,

never-before-revealed facts that challenge long-held, conventional beliefs about our planet and our

species.
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I am an amateur astronomer, so I was very interested as well as concerned when I first started to

read this book. To start off, I agree with the premise we are not the only beings out there, (or even

within our solar system). But, his knowledge of Ancient Sumerian does nothing for his astronomy.

For one thing,Uranus & Neptune & Pluto & Charon(Plutos moon-oh yes, it has one) are not made of

H2O, but of Methane, Ammonia & other very toxic gases. Uranus was indeed known in ancient

times, & there is the possibility its phases (like Venus) were viewed. There are several Egyptian &

Babylonian & Greek & Chinese astronomy charts that show it moving across the sky, although in

some cultures it was not thought of as a planet. After all, there was no such thing as our infamous--



Light Pollution. The other idea of Nabiru being twice the orbit of Pluto, & the planet not only being

there, but viable for life, is unlikely in the extreme. Although, as Pioneer I & II and Voyager I & II

showed, truth is usually stranger than fiction. He does though save his best for last, especially his

comments on the unusual features of Mars. I truly wish it would show ancient pyramids with

compounds of jet fighters & all sorts of alien apparatus & the Face! My lord, what a Face! This book

is a little outdated, as the real Face showed up recently under the Mars Surveyor. It did not look like

anyone I would care to know. But all in all, what he does do is get a lot of people excited to start

looking into astronomy,(NASA has a great web site by the way, and you can download lots of

incredible pictures, from Hubble and others) religion & our past. That is not a bad thing.
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